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Abstract: Our paper explains the development of a
System) has also risen a lot d researches that aimed to
medical network that archives, retrieves and integrate the PACS in the hospital environment.
communicates medical images via ISDN (Integrated
Multimedia projects including voice dictation and
Service Digital Network) and Internet. The images are
speech recognition were supported later.
stored using the new standard in medical environment
The cost of PACS has been also studied [9] to evaluate
DICOM (Digital Imaging and COmmunication in its implementation acceptability. Some suggested to
Medicine). A multimedia database is mounted and develop low cost networks ftr archiving and
shared by local and remote users. A remote user can
communication d medical environment information, that's
access the database by ISDN (Integrated Service Data
what can be named : PAC subsystem [0].
Network) or by Internet. The paper develops the main
Our work is aiming to develop a PAC subsystem which
aspects of this network and presents the first results.
consists d a low cost PC-based picture archiving and
communication system, opened to ISDN and Internet.

Medical images and relevant patient information
archived and shared, under DICOM file format, via

INTRODUCTION
Development

d

medical networks

to archive,

retrieve

arc

the
French ISDN (NUMERIS), and we also experiment a new

and communicate medical images and patient related
information. has been an active research domain fcr about
twenty years, indeed early research can be found snce 1972
tll. The frst conference on PACS was held in 1982,
several facts like the increasing number d digital imaging
systems as well as the problem of lost archived images (10
to 20yo l2l) , had driven the development d Picture
Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) projects.

feature concerning a link between the PACS and Internet.

Several large scale implementation where mounted as in
Geneva[3], Vienna[4], UCLA[5], Georgetown[6], Hokkaido

network management and OracleT form ORACLE as a
relational DBMS (DataBase Management System). The
C++ from BORLAND is used as a programming language.
Figure I shows the general architecture of our network.

University PACS (HU-PACS). Different problems are
inherent in the PACS domain, fu example the
workstations must support functionalities [7] dedicated to
special users (i.e. the physicians and radiologists) and its
resolution must be compared to film's resolution to test if it

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Our network is an Ethernet one, with

a 10 Mbit/s
d4

bandwidth. The hardware components are composed

PCs with Ethernet cards, and an optical disk to archive the
images. As a software, Netware from NOVELL is used as a

does conserve the information needed for a diagnose.

ln the other hand, working in a hospital environment
where time is very critical meant that communicating
images and patient data must happen in a short response
time. Communication bandwidth were investigated with a
throughput

d 10, 100 Mbit/s t8l or also using

ATM(Asynchronous Transfer Mode). Methods based on
prefetching algorithms were studied to decrease the response
time by predicating the needed images fu an ex.lm and
sending them to the local workstation.
A growing effort for Standardisation aimed to permit an
open communication between heterogeneous machines
issued from different vendors, thus a standard named ACRNEMA version I was concluded and updated to version 2

and version 3 called DICOM (Digital Imaging
COmmunication in Medicine)

.

and

The integration d a PACS in a HIS (Hospital
Information System) and RIS (Radiologist lnformation

Figure

l: The PACS general

architecture

The Acquisition step is a very simple one, it consists of
camera input to a MATROX image acquisition card.
The server is the co-ordinator between all the elements
d the PACS. it receives a demand (writing or reading

information from the database and/or optical disk,...) firom
an element and refurns the corresponding answer.
The Database holds the patient data and references the
images which ae archived on an optical disk
the
DICOM file format . Oracle permits us to save the images
in the database but our philosophy consists
separating

in

d

the data tables and the images, one d the reasons d this
philosophy is to permit the reconstruction d the database
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in case of crash of data. This is possible since the image file
contains few information about the concerned patient.
The user interface is a Windows layout that permits the
user to choose his task using simple graphical interface.
A PC is used to link the network to partners via French
ISDN (NUMERIS), it receives a connection demand ftom a
host and assure that it has the permission to access the
network, if not it closes the connection. When a user is
known he has the access to a variety d search criterion, the
desired demands are passed to the server which performs the
necessary action and sends the answer back to the PC,
which in its turn sends the results to the remote user.
An access to the PACS is available on Internet. The
end user chooses the search criterion like modality, through

list buttons, and the maximum number d images to
a simple click executes a CGI (Common

capabilities and evaluate its performance; we aim also to
study encription methodologies fr a secure data transfert,
to extend our ISDN connections and to evaluate remote
user reactions, finaly improvements will be added to the
software (ability to comment the image,...).
CONCLUSION

A PAC subsystem wun developped, integrating
multimedia medical data, the images are only referenced in
the database tables and stored in DICOM format outside the
database. The archive can be consulted frrom remote users
by ISDN or Internet. Future development aims mainly to
distribute the database, explore the Intemet capabilities and
study encryption methodologies.

receive, then

Gateway Interface) that performs the search task and gives
back the desired images.
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RESULTS
reliable PAC subsystem was mounted, it collects
multimedia patient information and distributes it via ISDN
and Internet. The image related data re present in the
database tables with a rcfercnce to the images which are
saved on an optical disk in DICOM file format. The file
contains the images themselves and some d the related
patient data as recommended by the DICOM standard. The
user enter the data using simple graphical interfaces present
on the screen, thus the manipulation of data was simplified.
ISDN link (28+D) at a2*64 Kb/s rate was adequate to
interchange still 2D medical images. The remote user
connects to the centre using a login and a password.
A connection to the lnternet was made available, the
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